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fwrnonuctroN
rn the rather voluminous literature pertaining to the color of minerals
there is a large amount of data and discussionregarding the presenceof
various chemical elements and compounds, or less commonly, physical
structures, which are consideredto be responsiblefor the particular color
in question. Relatively little attention has been paid, however, to a consideration of the manner in which these elements, compounds or structures have caused the material to be colored. The purpose of this paper
is to classify and describe the various types of coloring which can occur,
and to propose criteria for their recognition and identification. A definite
need for such classification and criteria was felt as a result of several
spectrographic examinations of smoky quartz (16), blue halite (1g),
siamese zircons (17),kunzitq and benitoite, which were mad.ein an attempt to correlate color with chemical composition.
Extensive discussionsof color production in nature as well as the related subjects of lustre and visibility of objects are to be found in the
seriesof articles by Bancroft (3, 4,5,6, ?) and Mason (21), and in Wood
(39). Many of the data presented below are derived from these sources.
to which due acknowledgment must be made.
FuNtauBNrar, Typns ot Cor,onrNc
rf a mineral or other substancewhich does not emit any light itself is
illuminated by white light, any color displayed, other than white, must
obviously be a subtractive color resulting from the removal or weakening of certain components of the original white light. The mechanism or
means whereby such selective weakening or removal is accomplished
may be used as a primary basis for classifying the various types of coloring which can occur. There are two fundamentally difierent cases:(1) in
consequenceof the chemicalcompositionof the material, part of the light
is either absorbed or else suffers selective reflection which is intimately
connected with intense absorption at other wave lengths; or, (2) due to
the physi,calstructureof the material the direction of propagation of some
of the components which make up the white light is characteristically
altered. rn the first casewe obtain chemico-compositionar
cororing; inthe
second case we have what is generally termed structural coloring. These
two fundamental types may be divided further into sub-types, based on
the details of the mechanism responsible.
rt is to be emphasized that the color displayed by a particular specimen may be due to only one of the various causeswhich are to be described, or may be attributable to several of them acting at the same
time. Thus the observed color might be partly chemico-compositional
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and partly structural, while the structural color itself might be produced
in severalways simultaneously. The method of illumination and observation, the size, and the optical properties of the surrounding or contacting
medium (e.g., air, water, or another mineral) may each have an effect in
determining what type of coloring predominates in casesin which the
observedcolor is due to several causes.
In the case of fluorescent or phosphorescent minerals the color observed may be modified greatly if any fluorescent or phosphorescent
light is emitted. Fluorite is an example of a mineral which often fluoresces
in the light commonly used for examination. Color which is due to fluorescenceor phosphorescencewill not be consideredfurther in this paper'
but care must be taken, in examining such minerals, to avoid confusion.
CoronrNcl
Cneurco-CoMposrrroNAL
When light falls upon a substance which exhibits coloring due to its
chemical composition rather than its physical structure, part of the light
is usually reflectedfrom the surfacewhile the rest penetrates the material.
A portion of the light which actually enters may be transmitted through
the substance,if the latter is sufficiently transparent or translucentl the
remainderis absorbed.
The mechanism of such absorption of light energy, and hence the
production of chemico-compositionalcoloring, may be explained on the
basis of electron displacement or excitation in the absorbing material.
Thus part of the energy in the incident radiation is utilized in producing
excitation, from which state the energy usually degeneratesinto simple
heat energy, or, in some cases,may be reradiated as fluorescence'or may
initiate chemical reaction.
If light of only certain wave lengths is selectively absorbed, the material will display some particular hue,2 such as red, yellow or blue; if
there is strong absorption throughout all the visible portion of the spectrum, the material is said to be black.
All substanceswhich show chemico-compositionalcoloring are characterized to a varying degreeby both body col,orand surJacecolor.
Bod,yColor
Botly color, or, as it is sometimes called, lransmi'ssioncolor, is due to
I The terms pigrnent and pi.gmental are often used to designate this type of coloring.
Ilowever, these terms are frequently used in other or restricted senses. Their use may
therefore lead to considerable ambiguity and confusion, and hence has been avoided in this
discussion.
2 Definitions and discussion of the terms used in color nomenclature and color specification may be found in the reports of the committees of the opt'ical, Soci'ely oJ America (14,

1s,27,35).
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this selective absorption, within the colored substance, of part of the
light which enters. This is a very important type of coloring in minerals,
and is displayed, for example, by hematite, malachite and azurite. The
amount of absorption and consequently the saturation of the observed
body color may be increased by internal and other reflections which
serve to lengthen the path of transmission.
The color is independent of the direction of propagation of the light in
isotropic material, while in anisotropic substancesit may vary with the
crystallographic orientation. fn the latter case the color, for any given
direction of propagation, depends upon the plane or planes of vibration
of the polarized light. This color change which results from change in the
plane of vibration of the light is called pleochroism,and is to be distinguished from color changesdue to polychromatism. The latter are due to
the fact that the hue and saturation of the color, in isotropic as well as
anisotropic materials, are dependent on both the concentration of the
absorbing substanceand the depth or thickness of the medium travelsed.
These color changes have been designated sometimes by the word dichromotism,but the general term, polychromatism,,
which is not limited to
a two-color change,is preferred by the authors. Ferric oxide is strongly
polychromatic, displaying hues ranging from yellow through red to
nearly black.
SurJaceColor
In the case of materials which absorb very strongly, light of certain
wave lengths which falls upon the surface tends to be reflected selectively, thus producing surJacecolor, or, as it is sometimescalled, ref,ection
color. The light which passeson into the material is absorbed rapidly,
due to the relatively high degree of opacity. It is to be emphasized that
this selectivereflection of part of the light is deper dent upon the chemical
composition of the material rather than upon its physical structure, and
is closely related to the intense absorption of the light actually entering
the material. In general, tbere is also some non-selective reflection of
part of the incident whit elight, thus causing a decreasein saturation of
the surface color.
Selective reflection of this type can occur only when the material has
a nearby absorption band, or bands. The intense absorption and the
selective reflection are caused by the same mechanism, and are thus
inter-related.
Typical minerals exhibiting prominent surface color are ttre native
metals, such as copper and gold, and various oxides and sulfides which
display marked metallic lustre, such as pyrite, chalcopyrite, galena and
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stibnite. Substancesshowing metallic lustre ordinarily exhibit either surface or interference color (5a).
The surface color of a given substanceis dependent on both the angle
of observation and the relative optical indices of the substance and the
contacting or embedding medium (which is usually the air, but may be
another mineral). Increasing the angle of incidence (i.e., moving away
from normal or perpendicular incidence) tends to displace the hue toward
the blue end of the spectrum. Usually this color change is not large, and,
according to Mason (2la), is observed only at nearly grazing incidence.
Michelson (23) and Mason (21o) emphasizethat the orientation of the
plane of polarization of the reflected light is significant in determining
the amount of the color change.If the reflected light is examined through
a nicol prism, that light which vibrates perpendicular to the plane of incidenceand reflection shows little or no appreciable change in color with
increasing angle of incidence, while the light vibrating parallel to this
plane showsa relatively marked color change.
The light selectively reflected at all angles other than zero is elliptically polarized to a greater or less degree; the amount depends on the
angle of reflection. This property may be used as a means of distinguishing surface color from thin-film reflections, since in the latter case, according to Mason (210), elliptical polarization occurs at angles greater
than the polarizing angle, but is not produced at anglesless than this.
The changein color produced by varying the index of the surrounding
or contacting medium is described by Wood (39o) and Mason (2la) Ior
certain synthetic dyes. Color changes of this type are probably not
prominent in the caseof minerals, although the observed color of a metal
could easily be affected in this manner as a result of the formation of a
transparent film of oxide, or other alteration product.
The selectively reflected light is of ten roughly complementary in color
to that which is transmitted. This, however, is not necessarily the case,
since the transmitted light is composed of white light minus the selectively reflected components, and also minus those removed by absorption. If the body absorption is nearly non-selective, the surface and
transmitted colors are nearly complementary in hue (as in some metals),
and Haidinger's law is therefore approximately obeyed; if the absorption
is large and selective,the two colors may be far from complementary.
The causeof surface color has been ascribed to optical resonance(44).
This phenomenon also probably explains the transmission colors of thin
films of metals. Thin films of gold are green, or, if thin enough, even blue
(46); the surface color of gold, as intensified by repeated reflection, is a
red-orange (4b,4c). Thin films of silver are blue, while the surface color,
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as observed after repeated reflection, is orange (4b, 4c). This change in
apparent surface color on repeated reflection is simply another case of
polychromatism.3
Efect oJ Size on Chemico-Compositionol
Coloring
The state of subdivision or absolute size of a substancepossessingbody
color has an important efiect upon the saturation of the observed color,
and may affect the hue. Since colorless,transparent substances,if finely
divided or powdered,appear white (e.g.,snow, foam or fog, sand, chalk
and powdered glass are white, while pure ice, water, rock crystal, Iceland spar and sheet glass,which, respectively, have correspondingchemical compositions, are highly transparent), due to the large amount of
Iight diffusely reflected by their tremendously large number of surfaces,
colored substances which display body color will show a progressive
lightening on continued grinding or subdivision. This is attributable, of
course,to the fact that the light which enters the particles is reflected out
again before it can traverse more than a relatively thin layer of the absorbing material. Consequently relatively little absorption takes place,
and the color due to this absorption is diluted by a large amount of white,
diffusely reflected light.
The amount of diffuse reflection is increased both by increasing the
finenessof subdivision (provided that the particles are not made so fine
that difiraction, scattering, interference or other structural coloring becomesprominent), and by increasingthe difference in index of refraction
between the particles and the surrounding medium.
Conversely, the white light which is diffusely reflected can be eliminated by immersing the powder in an oil or other transparent medium
which has the same index of refraction as the particles. Light which falls
upon the material will then pass through greater thicknesses,and will
show the original body absorption color.
Chalcanthite or common copper sulfate, for example, is deep blue in
color if large crystals are examined, but, on continued grinding, the
powder becomes pale blue and finally nearly white. Immersing the
white powder in an oil of the same, or nearly the same, index of refraction restores the original blue color. An oil or other medium of index intermediate between the indices for air and the particles will, of course,
merely reduce the diffuse reflection, and so decreasethe whiteness of the
reflected light. A piece of white paper or cloth, for instance, looks less
3 The orange hue produced by repeated reflections from a silver surface may be observed
very readily by folding a piece of polished silver foil into a deep, narrow V. If the open
part of the V is then pointed toward the light, the orange hue may be seen on the interior
surface (20).
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white and more nearly transparent when wetted, becausethe air spaces
between the fibers have been replaced by water which has an index
closerto that of the fibers. wet mud is likewise more deeply colored than
dry mud.
Inclusions of a transparent, colored mineral would therefore show
varying saturation, and often change in hue, depending on both the particle size and the relative indices of the inclusions and the embedding
mineral.
It is well known that metals such as platinum (4e), silver (4e), gold
(4/), copper and iron appear black when very finely divided. As the
particle size increases,the characteristic surface color may also begin to
appear, and will ultimately predominate. Finely divided gold, for instance, may appear black, dark brown, or yellow-brown, according to
the particle size (4b,4/). Wood (396) accounts for the black color by considering that the particles form a light trap, so that the Iight falling upon
them is absorbed by the resulting multiple reflections from particle to
particle. However, this explanation does not seem entirely satisfactory'
It is interesting to note that with increasing subdivision the color of
one class of substances,such as the metals mentioned above, tends to
become black, while in another type of materials, such as glass or blue
copper sulfate, the color approaches white.4In the first case, the substances cited are relatively highly opaque, and may display prominent
surf acecol,or;in the secondcase,the materials are relatively transparent'
and any color shown is due primarily to body absorption.
Since the color of the streak of a mineral is that of its fine powder, it
may be readily seen why the color of the streak may vary considerably
from the color observedin a large crystal or massive specimen.Likewise,
if the mineral is composed of aggregatesof minute crystals, or a compacted powder, or other fine particles, the color may vary from that
shown by a single large crystal. For example, with decreasingparticle
size hematite may change in color from nearly black to red (which is the
color of the streak), and finally to yellow (which is also the color of solutions of ferric iron) (64). These color changes are prominent because
ferric oxide is markedly polychromatic.
Corr elation utith Comp osit ion
Chemico-compositionalcoloring is alwalrs to be correlated with chemical composition, as shown by analysis or synthesis.The state of oxidation,
combination, coordination, or hydration of the various components is
highly significant. Ferrous iron, for example, is sometimes consideredto
cause a greenish color in minerals, although many ferrous compounds
( This whitemay,undercertainconditions,
bluish(22).
appearsomewhat
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tend to be colorless.According to Bancroft (6o), ferrous iron alone causes
little or no color; ferric oxide, however, may causea yellow or red color,
while the simultaneous presenceof both ferric and ferrous iron may produce a blue. Greens are considered to result from mixtures of the blue
and yellow, while red and blue together cause the appearanceof purple.
The ratio of ferrous to ferric iron consequently has an important bearing
on the color exhibited.
Likewise, dilute solutions of manganous manganese are nearly colorless, while the same concentration of trivalent manganeseshows an intense purple color. Hexavalent manganese(as in manganates) is green;
heptavalent manganese(as in permanganates)is again purple. Although
the two purple forms of manganese (trivalent and heptavalent) may
usually appear to the eye to have the same, or a very similar hue, the
absorption spectra of the two forms are very different in character (19).
If the coloring is due to absorption, chemical analysis or synthesis
must consequently show the presenceof a chemical substancewhich can
act in this manner. However, the mere presenceof a substance which,
under the proper conditions, can cause selective absorption does not
necessarilymean that the color observedmust be chemico-compositional
in character and due to that substance.The state of oxidation or mode of
combination or coordination may be such that the resulting color is not
the same as that usually associatedwith the simple ion or molecule indicated by the analysis.
Srnucrunnl

Cor,onrNc

Structural colors are those produced when certain components in the
original incident white light are selectively changed in direction of propagation as a result of the physical structure or composition of the
material. The coloring therefore is not a function of the chemical composition, as such, but is dependent on physical or structural characteristics such as laminae, thin films, and minute particles, which are often of
colloidal dimensions. Certain types of structures, such as those which
produce prismatic or refraction colors, may be much larger. All of these
structures are relatively large, however, in comparison with the molecules,ions or other units which composethem.E
This selective redirection of certain components means that the composition of the light which is diffracted, scattered, refracted, or other6 ft is tme, of course,
that selective absorption or reflection of light is dependenr upon
the electronic structure of the molecules, ions, or complexes themselves, and hence chemico-compositional coloring is, in this sense, a structural phenornenon. rrorvever, the term
struclural' coloring, as used in this article, has been generally adopted to designate only the
colors produced by relatively large-scale structural arrangements, in which there is no conYersion of energy into other forms, but only a selective change in direction of propagation,
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wise selectively affected by the physical structure of the material, varies
according to the direction of observation, the direction of illumination
being kept constant. Consequently, for any given direction of observation, only certain components of the original white light may be seen.
Another direction of observation may cause an entirely difierent set of
components to be visible, and so causean entirely difierent distribution
of energy to appear. It is to be emphasizedthat there is no conversion of
energy into another form, such as heat.
The various types of structural coloring may be sub-classified according to the types of physical structure which produce them. Structural
colors may be displayed by either transparent or opaque materials,
which, in turn, may or may not show chemico-compositionalcoloring in
addition.
l. Interference Colors
These are produced by the phenomenon of interference, which occurs
when light impinges upon laminae, or thin films, which are usually
roughly comparable.in thickness with the wave length of the incident
white light.
The mechanism of production consists of partial reflection of light
from both upper and lower surfaces of the film, with consequent reinforcing interference for those components of the white light which have
the proper wave length in relation to the efiective thickness and relative
index of refraction of the film. The other components of the light sufier
destructive interference in reflection and are completely transmitted.
Multiple reflections serve to intensify and purify the color. The colors
are subtractive, since one or more of the components forming the
original white light are selectively weakenedor removed. The hue changes greatly 'and sharply, according to Newton's series, on varying the
angle of incidence or observation,sincethe path difierencesin the film are
changed. Increasing the angle of incidence shifts the color torrard the
low-order side of the series,which is equivalent to thinning the film (8)'
This iridescence,or change of color with angle, is a very striking characteristic of interference colors.
There are quite definite limits to the thickness of film which is efiective
in producing these interference colors. If the film is too thick, the colors
will be greatly diluted and very weak; if the film is too thin, interference
colors can no longer be obtained. Instead, selective laminary diffraction
and reflection may result.
The saturation of the observed color may be affected by the geometrical character of the illuminating light. A narrow beam in which the light
rays are all parallel produces greater saturation in the interference colors
than doesdifiuse illumination.
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The colors observed in precious opal are generally attributed to interferenceproduced in thin, curved lamellae which vary somewhat in index
of refraction (9). Due to multiple reflection the colors may be very pure
and intense (39c).
fn mother-of-pearl, or nacre, the more brilliant of the colors exhibited
are likewise due to interference in the thin laminae which compose the
inner portion of the shell. Diffraction colors also are to be observedhere,
but they are usually much fainter (25,49).
Parsons (24) apparently attributes the color observed in peristerite
to interference due to reflection from twinning planes. He also presents
and discussesextracts from the literature, many of which agreewith more
recent statements (10, 30, 32, 38) ascribing the iridescent coloring of
labradorite to interference, Andersen (2) considers that hematite lamellae causeinterference colors in aventurine feldspar.
Other examples are the brilliant interference colors displayed by oil
films, as on a wet street, and by soap bubbles, and the temper or tarnish
colors on metals, such as copper and steel, which are causedby the presence of thin films of oxide (27c). Corresponding thin films of oxides or
other alteration products may account for the iridescence of minerals
such as covellite and bornite.
Gaudin (12) has describeda method of identifying minerals by means
of the interference films which they form in a selective manner when
etched or stained by suitable chemical reagents. The optical properties
of such films are discussedin detail.
Interference colors are more brilliant if they are observed against a
dark background, since then there is less admixed reflected white light
to dilute the color. The laminae themselves need not be highly transparent in order to produce vivid coloring (although they must of course
be at least partially transparent)1 a moderate amount of cloudiness or
turbidity may enhance the vividness of the coloring by reducing the
amount of admixed white light (21c).
The reflection spectra of substancesexhibiting interference coloring
show bands which may be extremely narrow and well-defined. This is
particularly noticeable in casesin which the color is intensified by repeated reflections from regularly spacedlaminae. The unusual sharpness
and narrownessof the absorption bands in some opals (39c) is attributed
to this cause. In general, the spectra which result from interference resemblethat of the incident white light (i.e., continuous)except that one
or more regions are rather sharply weakened in intensity. These regions
of increased absorption may be very narrow (corresponding to the removal of only a few adjacent wave lengths), or they may be fairly broad,
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depending on the index, efiective thickness, number and regularity of the
laminae.
Interference colors can be distinguished from surface color by observing the effect of changing the polarization of the incident light; details
are given by Mason (21e).
Interference colors may be distinguished from diffraction colors by
means of a reflection test describedby Stokes (33, +h). This is basedupon
the fact that in the former the reflection is specular, although it may be
from a many-planed surface; in diffraction colors there is no specular
reflection.
The retardation or polarization colors which are observed when minerals are examined.through a microscope with crossednicol prisms are
not to be confusedwith the interference colors describedabove' The latter
are produced by the effect of the mineral on non-polarized incident light.
2. Difraction Colors
These are caused by regularly repeated and properly oriented structural forms, or optical non-homogeneities,which are larger than the
wave length of the light, and consequently act as a diffraction grating'
The incid.ent white light is thereby spread out into a spectrum, so that
the color observed is dependent on the angles of incidence and observation, as well as on the finenessof the structure.
The sequenceof colors observable with changing angle of incidence
or observation follows the spectrum order. This, of course, is entirely
difierent from the Newton sequence observed with interference or retardation colors. AIso, the colors themselvesare those found in the normal spectrum. Purple, for instance, is not produced by a simple difiraction grating. Ilowever, it is conceivable that there might be two sets of
structures which would diffract red and blue, respectively, at a given

the agate is properly cut (3o). Certain finely-striated beetle wings are
said to exhibit iridescencedue to difiraction (21,f)'
3. SelectiveScattering
A. Tyndall Scattering
The term Tynd.otl,scatteri.ngmay be applied to the selective scattering
of light by particles or structures the size of which, compared with the
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wave length, is small. Such scattering could be caused by colloidal particles, free electrons, meta-stable electrons, or, in general, any smallscale,optical non-homogeneity. The significant factor in all thesecasesis
the repeated, abrupt change in refractive index between particle or
structure and the contacting or embedding medium.
These particles or structures must have a relatively random orientation or positional arrangementl otherwise with a regular and suitable
orientation, diffraction gratings might be formed.
In the production of this type of coloring, light is scattered in all directions by the particles or structures. The amount of the scattering, Ior
any given direction, is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the
wave length. Hence, for a certain particle size, blue may be scattered
strongly and red very little. A transparent substance containing such
particles would look red by transmitted light, since the red light would
come through relatively unchanged in intensity. The blue light would be
greatly scattered in all directions, and so the appearanceof the material,
when viewed in any direction except that of the transmitted beam,
would be blue.
The transmitted and scattered light show hues which lie toward the
opposite ends of the visible spectrum. This can usually be seen best by
illuminating the material with a concentrated or narrow, intense beam of
light; with diffuse illumination, the color of the scattered light usually
predominates. The scattered blue is ordinarily much purer and more intense than the transmitted brown or red. This is easily explained by the
fact that since the scattering is inversely proportional to the fourth
power of the wave length, with particles of the proper size the scattered
light is nearly all blue, while the transmitted beam is white minus blue,
and blue-green,which would be brownish or reddish in color.
The intensity is dependent on the number of scattering particles, the
difference in refractive index, and the angle of observation. A more intense blue can be obtained, for example, from media containing large
numbers of such particles than from material containing fewer particles.
Tyndall scattering may be easily observed in the familiar Tyndall
beam or cone, which appears when a pencil or cone of light is passed
through a medium containing small, suspendedparticles. A searchlight
or automobile light beam at night shows this type of scattering in the air,
due largely to the dust and moisture particles contained in it. The blue of
the sky is attributed to scatteringby the air molecules(28,29,39e). The
coloringin smoky quartz is consideredto be due to scattering(13,34,36).
This scattered light is strongly polarized, the vibrations being in the
plane normal to the direction of propagation of the incident beam. Almost no scattered light is observed through a nicol set to transmit vibrations in the plane parallel to the beam.
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B. Large-Particle Scattering
The blue color weakenswith increasingparticle size and gradually disappears, so that the scattered light finally becomeswhite. Under these
conditions, however, if a nicol prism is held in such a position as would
ordinarily extinguish the scattered light, a blue color is again seen. This
was named the residual blue by Tyndall, and may be much purer and
more intense than the Tyndall blue produced by smaller particles. Rayleigh attributed this residual blue to a type of scattering which varied
inversely as the 8th power of the wave length (29,4j).
With still greater particle size, colori appear which are visible without
the use of a nicol prism. In this case,on increasing the particle size, the
colors change through a regular sequencewhich, according to Bancroft,
shows an astonishing parallelism with interference colors. No adequate
physical explanation seems to be available. The subject has been discussedby Bancroft and Gurchot (7).
Thus, with sulphur particles of the proper size, the scattered light is
blue, and the transmitted light deep orange; with larger particles, the
reverseis true, the scattered light being orange-red,and the transmitted
light a deep blue (7a). This type of scattering is probably exhibited by
blue halite, which is blue by transmitted light, and red-orange by scattered light.
fn some casesthe chemico-compositional color of the particles themselves adds appreciably to the observed color. This is particularly true
for relatively coarse colloidal dispersions of highly-absorbing materials.
Colloidal ferric oxide, for example, would be expected to show an appreciable chemico-compositionalcoloring in addition to the color due to
scattering, provided that some of the particles were sufficiently coarse.
For finer dispersions,the color observed would be essentially a function
of the size and index of the particles themselves,regardlessof their inherent selective absorption. For still finer particles which are colored,
the phenomenon of mass resonancemay appear (39/).
4. Refraction Colors
Structural colors may be causedby refraction from prismatic or globular structures which are, in general, very large in comparison with the
wave length of the incident light so that difiraction and interference effects are small. The rainbow is an example of globular refractions; the
Christiansen effect is due to selective non-refractionl the colored borders
sometimes seen in mineral grains under the microscope when determining the index of refraction by the Becke line method are due to selective
refraction. This latter color production has been described by Ambronn
(1) and Schroedervan der Kolk (31).
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5. MiscellaneousOtherCauses
Possible, but probably minor causes,which are listed here primarily
for the sake of completeness,are electromagnetic mass resonance (39/)
(which is really due to a combination of structural and chemico-compositional coloring), transmitted structural blue (21i), mixed plates (4i,
39d), mosaic powder films (26), and various types of differential reflection from powders (22), thin films, or surfaces which may be optically
smooth for long waves, such as the red, while rough for shorter ones,
such as the blue.
fppNrrntcauoN oF Typn on CoronrNc
The following criteria are suggested as guides for recognizing and
identifying the type or types of coloring displayed. It is to be borne in
mind that the observed color may be due to two or more causes,all of
which can be effective at the same time. One might have scattering, for
example, due to colorless particles suspended in a transparent solid,
which, in itself, showed chemico-compositionalcoloring.
These proposed tests are therefore intended to indicate the most probable type or types of coloring observed in a particular specimen,but are
not consideredto result in positive proof by themselves.Other confirmatory evidence, as already detailed under the descriptions of the various
types of coloring, should be sought.
1. Change in hue as a result of varying the angle of observation, or
angle of incident light.
(a) No color changeis obseraed.
The color is therefore chemico-compositional, with body coloring predominating. (The incident light should be
unpolarized if the specimen is anisotropic, in order to avoid possible effects due to pleochroism.)
(b) A color changeis observeil.If the changesin hue are prominent, and
follow the sequenceof colors which is to be observed in Newton's series,
or in the normal spectrum, the color is structural, and is due, in the first
case,to interference, or, in the secondcase,to either diffraction or a prismatic effect.
A very slight change in hue (especially if seen only at nearly grazing
incidence), observed in minerals which have a metallic lustre, may indicate prominent surface color.
If no color change is noticed on varying the angle moderately, but if
hues correspondingto nearly opposite ends of the spectrum are observed
in the linearly transmitted beam and at right angles to this direction,
scattering is indicated.
2. Lustre. Metallic lustre indicates either surface or interference color
tJd.,.
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3. Presenceof certain indicative colors. Purple, for instance, is a nonspectrum color, and so is not seenin a normal spectrum, which might be
formed by difiraction or a prismatic structure. It is readily caused by
interference,or by chemico-compositionalabsorption'
White is always structural (2lg,2lh), and is due to repeated,difiuse
reflection. Black is always ultimately chemico-compositional.If the material absorbs strongly, very few reflections may suff-cein order to produce nearly complete absorption; if the material reflects strongly, but
absorbsonly weakly, repeated reflectionsmay be necessary.
4. Effects of wetting, or changing the index of refraction of the contacting medium.
Wetting or oiling often serves merely to intensify the efiect of the inherent color by reducing the scattering or difiusing efiect of surface irregularities. under other conditions the color may be weakened,or even
changed in hue, particularly if examined with light polarized so that it
vibrates parallel to the plane of incidence and observation (37). Interference colors produced by a surface film may be weakened, or even destroyed (21d).
5. Polarization of the non-incident light.
Plane polarization, in casesin which it is not attributable to anisotropic properties in the material, or to favorable reflections,such as those
occurring at or near the polarizing angle,usually indicates scattering. The
plane of polarization should be checkedfor orientation'
Although this test is much more difficult to apply in anisotropic material than in isotropic substances,it is often possible to examine for
polarization in the former by observing in a direction parallel to an optic
axis.
6. Absorption spectra.
Due to the complexity of absorption spectra, and the relatively great
difficulty in making significant measurementsof the absorption curvest
this criterion is perhaps of more value in confirming the deductions drawn
from the other proposed tests than in making the original deduction as
to the type of coloring displayed.
If several prominent absorption bands are observed, the color may
often be due either to chemico-compositional absorption, or to interference. In the first casethe shape of the curve is usually quite irregular;
in the secondcase, the shape more nearly resemblesthat of the incident
light, but with one or more prominent absorption regions.
If a band of the original light is apparently transmitted nearly unchanged, while the rest of the spectrum on either or both sides is nearly
or completely removed, a diffraction or scattering efiect is usually indicated..An absorbing substancecould be responsible,however, as well as
the Christiansen phenomenon.
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7. Temperature efiect.
According to Dewar (lI,3b), colors due to chemico-compositional absorption may undergo marked changes in both hue and saturation
on
cooling to low temperatures, such as that of liquid air. Bancroft (30)
states that structural colors show little or no change under such
conditions. However, coloring caused by the christiansen effect may be very
sensitive even to slight temperature changes.
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